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ABSTRACT 

The Asia Pacific IDEERS competition (APEC IDEERS) is an international seismic 
resistant design competition with the aim of promoting earthquake engineering research 
to school and university students. The annual competition began in 2001 and is hosted by 
the National Center for Research on Earthquake Engineering (NCREE) in Taiwan. The 
competition involved designing and constructing the most efficient multi-storey model 
structures using the materials provided to resist artificial earthquakes as simulated on the 
NCREE shake table. In the 2007 competition, the rules for the model were substantially 
modified to allow for more creative designs and constraints were added to increase the 
level of difficulty. As a result, the prescribed structure was more complex and design 
strategies from previous years were no longer applicable  

A team of four undergraduate students from the University of Auckland (UoA) 
represented New Zealand in the 2007 competition. The team competed against 35 other 
undergraduate teams from universities and polytechnics around Asia and Australia. The 
UoA team finished first in the competition, the highest placing achieved for a foreign 
team in the seven years of the competition. The final competition model made use of the 
conventional weak-beam strong column philosophy and incorporated numerous weight 
saving features. This paper details the UoA team’s design and testing process prior to the 
competition and documents the many lessons learnt from the trip. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The Introducing and Demonstrating Earthquake Engineering Research in Schools (IDEERS) 
competition was originally developed by the University of Bristol, United Kingdom. The competition 
was initiated to commemorate the 921 earthquake disaster that devastated Taiwan on September 21, 
1999. The competition aims to raise awareness of the nature and value of earthquake engineering 
research and the value of the structural engineering profession to the wider public. The competition 
takes place annually in Taipei, Taiwan and is co-hosted by the National Centre for Research on 
Earthquake Engineering (NCREE) and the British Council, Taipei in Taiwan. 

In September 2007, the University of Auckland took part in the competition for the second time since 
its inception. A team of four undergraduate students were selected from the final year Civil 
Engineering cohort. The 2007 team comprised of Mr. Rohann da Silva, Dmytro Dizhur, Ronald 
Lumantarna and John O’Hagan. The team was supervised by Mr. Quincy Ma, lecturer in the 
Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering. 

The APEC IDEERS competition took place over 5 days. On the first day, teams were escorted on an 
earthquake educational tour. This was followed by a postgraduate conference and a two day 
competition. As well as participating in events organized by the British Council in Taiwan the team 
visited various Taipei tourist attractions. The team was also grateful for the opportunity to explore the 
vibrant Hong Kong city during a stopover en-route to Auckland. 
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2 IDEERS COMPETITION 

The IDEERS competition was originally developed to demonstrate to UK school pupils the effects 
earthquakes have on structures. The competition originated in 1999 and has since expanded 
internationally with annual competitions undertaken in Taipei, Taiwan. The competition is divided 
into three different educational levels, secondary school, undergraduate and postgraduate. The 
competition takes place over two days where the models are constructed on the first day and tested on 
the second. 

Teams are challenged to design and build the most efficient multi�storey building model to withstand 
a simulated earthquake generated on the shaking table at NCREE. The models must be constructed 
within a six and a half hour period while using only specified materials and adhering to strict 
competition rules. In the 2007 competition, the University of Auckland team competed against 38 
other international undergraduate teams. The competition not only provided its participants with 
educational experience, but also fostered academic linkages and the exchange of researchers. 

2.1 Competition Details 

The undergraduate competition involved the design and build of a model structure to withstand a 
series of simulated bi-directional earthquakes, increasing in magnitude up to 0.8g on the shaking table. 
The model structures must carry a set of added mass to simulate the in-service dead and imposed 
loads, withstand the simulated ground motion and while being as light as possible. All teams were 
required to follow the same set of rules when designing and building their models. Any deviation from 
the rules would result in “penalty” weights added to the model or possible disqualification in case of 
severe breaches. The rules have been considerably altered from previous years, they are summarised 
as follows: 

• The model must have at least 4 storeys (including ground floor) and fit within a 200 mm by 
300 mm L�shaped building area in plan 

• The clear inter�storey distances must be at least 15 cm3 

• The total building floor area must exceed 700 cm2 

• Each floor must have a minimum area of 100 cm2 and at least one floor above the ground 
level must have a plan area greater than 310 cm2 

• For each storey of the model, half of the outside perimeter must be clear from any 
obstructions between the top of one floor and the bottom of the floor above. This is to simulate 
the requirements of windows for a prototype building 

• Each floor of the model must carry an added mass of at least 10 grams per square centimetre 
of its area via standardised steel blocks. Each model structure must have at least 12 steel 
blocks  

• At least 2 of the steel blocks are required to be securely fixed on each level simulating the 
dead load of a prototype building. The remaining blocks are permitted to move a maximum of 
20 mm, simulating the presence of imposed loads and sliding isolation 

All undergraduate teams were required to only use the provided materials and tools to construct their 
models. This ensures the models are distinguished on superior design rather than superior materials. 
Tools and materials provided to each team included 40 - 600 mm long strips of Medium Density Fibre 
(MDF), a MDF base board, sheets of A4 paper, 20 PVC hot melt glue sticks, 16 rubber bands, 1 metre 
of string, scissors, small hand saw, hand drill with an 8 mm drill bit, hot melt glue gun, two utility 
knifes and measuring tape. 
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2.2 Performance Assessment 

Following the completion of construction period on the first day of the competition, all the competing 
models were weighed and assessed for rules compliance by a panel of judges. “Penalty weights” are 
noted for any offending models at this point. On the second day of the competition the models were 
mounted on the NCREE shaking table. The shaking table produced rounds of bi�directional 
sinusoidal base motion with increasing magnitudes from 0.25g up to 0.8g. The ground motions 
appeared to be concurring sweeping sine waves varying from 2Hz to 10Hz then back to 2 Hz in the 
major and minor axis of the table. The performances of the models were ultimately calculated based 
on Equation 1. The teams were then ranked according to their efficiency ratios provided that they 
withstood the 0.6g round of ground motion. 

PBM MMM
WI
+−

×
=Ratio Efficiency  (1) 

where I  = maximum ground motion intensity survived by the model system, W  = number of 
standard weight blocks fixed on the floors (For blocks on 2nd and 3rd floor, each block counts as 1 
weight. For blocks on 4th floor or higher, each block counts as 1.5 weights), MM  = total mass of the 
model system, BM  = mass of the base board, and PM  = penalty weights. 

3 MODEL DEVELOPMENT 

In the four months prior to the competition, the group held numerous meetings and practice sessions to 
develop and prepare the best possible model for the competition. The team took advantage of the 
experiences from the 2006 team during the brainstorming sessions. In all, eight models were 
constructed and dynamically tested. During each design iteration, positive and negative features were 
noted and improvements were made on the next iteration. The report prepared by the 2006 team was 
extremely valuable in deciding what steps to take in the iteration process (Wilson et. al 2006). 
The developments of Models One to Six are summarised in Table 1.  

3.1 Testing Technique 

Initially testing involved shaking the model on a uniaxial table and aligning the principal axes of the 
model at 45° to the direction of motion to simulate biaxial shaking. However, a key lesson from the 
2006’s inaugural trip was that this test was far less intense than that experienced motion in the 
competition. So from model five onwards, two shaking tables were combined to achieve accelerations 
in two directions. A smaller, portable table was attached orthogonally to a larger fixed table to 
simulate the biaxial motion.  

4 2007 IDEERS COMPETITION 

4.1 Construction Day 

The team constructed a replica of the practice model seven on the construction day of the competition. 
A construction plan derived in Auckland was adhered to, where different tasks were assigned to a 
particular team member. Figure 1 shows each member occupied with their own tasks. Although we 
predicted that we would finish well within the six and a half hours allocated for construction, it took 
the team just over six hours to complete the model because of the numerous unexpected difficulties 
that arose. The UoA model received no penalty weights and the final mass of the structure was 
261.3 grams which was significantly less than all other competitors. 
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Table 1: Summary of Model Development 

Model Number Design Notes/Key Improvements Results/Conclusions Efficiency 
Ratio 

1 

• Strong links to 2006 models 
• Strong column, weak beam philosophy 
• L-shaped floor plan incorporating 8 columns  
• Two strip rectangular beams and columns 
• Glued joints 
• Column bases attached to top of baseboard 
• Mass cages identical to those in 2006 

• Model mass of 370 g 
• Added weight of 17.5 
• Failure at 0.6 g (uniaxial) 
• Failure due to insufficient column stiffness  

under torsional effects 
• L shaped floor plan promoted torsional  

behaviour and needed revising 

28.4 

2 

• Rectangular plan with 4 columns to minimise 
torsion 

• Architectural lean-to at first floor level to satisfy 
area requirements 

• Stiffer T-shaped three strip columns; beams, 
cages and joints unchanged 

• Model mass of 280 g 
• Added weight of 17.5 
• Failure at 0.6 g (uniaxial) 
• Columns detached from baseboard prior to 

global failure 
• Initial failure of beams in joint regions caused 

catastrophic collapse 

37.5 

3 

• Joints tied with rubber bands rather than fixed 
with glue allowing greater flexibility and re-
duced strain on beams 

• Main rectangular floor plan and beams  
unchanged; lean-to area increased to allow  
additional weights 

• L-shaped three strip columns to assist joint con-
nection 

• Diagonal cages to counter torsion 

• Model mass of 330 g 
• Added weight of 20.5 
• Failure at 0.7 g 
• Poor construction of joints meant residual dis-

placements existed from the outset.  These were 
magnified as intensity was increased until the 
structure was unable to right itself. 

43.5 

4 

• Emphasis on weight reduction as the most effec-
tive way to increase efficiency 

• Subsequently, lightweight cages were employed 
and beams were tapered between 1 & 2 strips 

• Strings beneath the baseboard connected  
opposite columns to counter column lift-off 

• Rubber band cross bracing to reduce residual 
displacements 

• Emphasis on perfection in construction to avoid 
initial imperfections 

• Model mass of 255 g 
• Added weight of 18.5 
• Failure at 0.8 g (uniaxial) 
• Failure occurred in a similar manner as model 3 

but at a greater intensity 
• Strings beneath the baseboard were inadequate 

and snapped 
• Column lift-off still a problem 
• Cross bracing greatly reduced displacements 

58 

5 

• Concept of model 4 was chosen as final design, 
with further models aimed at improving its  
efficiency ratio 

• Cross bracing system refined to provide more 
horizontal resistance 

• Lean-to weight reduced by slicing member strips 
in half 

• Beams tapered as in model 4 

• Model mass of 265 g 
• Added weight of 19.5 
• Failure at 0.7 g (biaxial) 
• Biaxial excitation proved far more intense than 

previous testing method 
• Cross bracing on one side snapped at 0.6 g 

prompting unsymmetrical behaviour 
• Failure due to overwhelming residual displace-

ments 

51.5 

6 

• Radical design features were implemented due 
to the poor efficiency of model 5 

• Spaced L-shape columns employed to increase 
overall stiffness without significant extra weight 

• Beams returned to full 2 strip cross section 
• Sliding “live load” masses in innovative but 

heavier cages 
• Further tinkering with rubber band bracing 

• Model 6 proved to be a step backward.  The in-
creased stiffness of the columns transferred 
greater rotational requirements to the beams re-
sulting in beam failure in the joints where they 
reduced to a single MDF strip.  

7 

• Column cross section of model 5 reinstated 
• Beams connected to outside of columns to allow 

2 strip cross section to be maintained in joints 
• Rubber band cross bracing doubled 
• Minimalist cages adopted and third floor  

columns were shaved to reduce mass 

• Model mass of 280 g 
• Added weight of 18.5 
• New external beam setup initially countered 

previous joint problems until at 0.7 g when the 
rubber bands penetrated the joint and the beams 
fell out.  This problem was rectified by protect-
ing the joint with thin MDF strips above and be-
low.  When retested the model survived 0.6 g, 
but previous problem was avoided. 

46.3 
(0.7 g) 

8 

• Final model before trip 
• Based on model 7 but implemented mass savings 

wherever possible 
• Tapered beams and shaved columns reduced 

mass dramatically 
• Cages reduced even further 

• Model mass of 240 g 
• Added weight of 18.5 
• Failure at 0.6 g 
• Overall, the weight saving measures were detri-

mental to the models performance and it was  
decided to revert to the model 7 design for the 
competition, with the only change being the 
adoption of the new cages from model 8. 

46.3 
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4.2 Difficulties and Unexpected Occurrences 

There were several problems that were encountered during construction in Taipei. Firstly, the glue gun 
used in Auckland for the practice models was a cool melt glue gun, however at the competition, we 
were provided with a hot melt glue gun. This resulted in many minor burns as the team had previously 
handled the melted PVC without particular attention when gluing strips of MDF together. Gloves were 
provided in Taiwan to protect the participants’ hands from the hot glue but most of the teams elected 
to not use the gloves as they made construction more difficult and less accurate. 

Additionally, due to the warmer climate in Taiwan, the glue took longer to set and was slightly weaker 
than the glue in Auckland. This phenomenon was anticipated and pressure was applied for a longer 
period of time when gluing strips of MDF, but the slight weakness was thought to be negligible. 

The rubber bands that were provided were also very different to the ones that were specified. They 
were much narrower and were readily more flexible. The team decided to shorten the length of the 
rubber bands in the X direction as the rubber bands stretched a lesser distance. By shortening the 
length of the rubber bands, the elastic force in the bands increased.  

Finally, the simulated ground motion was originally believed to be the same for both horizontal axes. 
On the construction day, we were notified that the ground acceleration would be constant in the 
X direction (the direction of the shorter length of our model) at 0.2g and increased for the Y direction. 
This information did not affect our model as the team decided that it would be unwise to alter our 
model at this stage. Figure 2 shows the team displaying the completed competition model. 

 
Figure 1 - The team in the midst of construction          Figure 2 - The team with the completed competition model 

4.3 Testing Day 

The testing for the secondary school competition took place first, followed by the postgraduate 
competition and finally the undergraduate competition in the late afternoon. Two members from each 
team were given 10 minutes to attach the model to the shaking table, when the UoA team made full 
use of the unlimited amounts of glue provided. After each round of ground motion, models that had 
collapsed were removed and the rest of the models were inspected to ensure the models were not 
deemed as failed. The UoA model performed adequately during the tests with no apparent defects. The 
desired sway mechanism of strong column-weak beam was observed during the early rounds. The 
model survived the 0.6g round and failed almost immediately at the start of the 0.7g round, yielding an 
efficiency ratio of 42.48. Several teams survived the 0.8g round and even a further round of 1.0g. 
However because their models were much heavier, they were unable to beat the UoA model. This 
indicated that many teams had in fact overdesigned their models. 

The awards ceremony concluded the day’s proceedings and the UoA team proudly accepted the first 
place trophy and $20,000 Taiwanese dollars as photographed in Figure 3. It was the first time since the 
competition began that a non�Taiwanese team has won the undergraduate division. 
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Figure 3 – The UoA team accepting the first place award 

5 EDUCATIONAL SITE VISITS 

On the team’s first day in Taiwan, the British Council organised and funded an educational trip for all 
the teams to visit areas that were severely damaged by the 1999 Chi�Chi earthquake. Since it 
occurred on 21st September 1999, it is commonly known as the 921 earthquake. The field trips 
involved visits to the Shih�Gang dam and the WuFong 921 Earthquake Museum. The primary aim of 
the visits was to demonstrate the destructive nature of earthquakes and put in perspective the 
importance of earthquake engineering research and design. 

Measuring 7.3 on the Richter scale, the 921 earthquake was responsible for over 2,400 fatalities and 
over 10,000 severely injuries. Damage extended to more than 80,000 homes and has estimated to have 
cost 9.2 billion US dollars. The seismic activity was due to the movement of the Chelungpu thrust 
fault, caused by the collision of the Philippine Sea plate and the Eurasian plate. 

The Shih�Gang Dam regulates tail water for domestic, industrial and agricultural use within the 
metropolitan Taichung area. The fault line from the 921 earthquake intercepted the right wing of the 
Dam, severely damaging spillway gates 16, 17 and 18. The damage comprised of vertical distortion of 
the Dam along the fault line causing an 11m change in elevation that can be seen in Figure 4. Repairs 
were made to the dam to restore some of its functions, but the most damaged parts of the dam were 
preserved as an earthquake memorial. 

The WuFong 921 Earthquake Museum was constructed around the retained remains of the Kuang�Fu 
Junior High School. The museum serves as a memorial, as well as informing and reminding the 
general public to take disaster prevention and relief measures seriously. The museum amalgamates 
earthquake theory in the form of audiovisual displays and hands�on displays with the retrofitted 
remains of the High School to serve as a powerful display of the destructive effects of an earthquake. 

The main attraction is the preserved Chelungpu Fault that crosses the school. Similarly to the 
Shih�Gang Dam, vertical distortion was apparent across the running track where the fault created a 
2.5 m change in elevation across the running track as can be seen in Figure 5. The demolished 
classrooms also serve as a vivid illustration of the devastating effects of earthquake and how 
inadequate earthquake engineering can result in catastrophic failures.  

Some of the classrooms that were not completely destroyed were strengthened using acrylic supports. 
This allowed visitors to traverse within the classrooms and view the damage close up. It was apparent 
that this tragedy was exacerbated by poor design and construction. 

Other attractions included many photographs and audio�visual displays that depict how earthquakes 
are formed and their characteristics. Additionally, there are also many hands�on exhibits which 
illustrated innovative seismic resistant design techniques to mitigate the effects of earthquakes. These 
can be seen in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6 - Hands on exhibits showing a) The phenomena of liquefaction and b) The response of different 
earthquake resisting systems 

Finally, all the competing teams had the opportunity to enter an earthquake simulation room that 
simulated the 921 earthquake. The teams were able experience first hand what it would have been like 
to have been in the midst of the earthquake with the help of audiovisual displays on the walls of the 
rooms. It was an amazing experience to be subjected to such an intense earthquake, as many of the 
competitors had not previously experienced an earthquake of that magnitude. 

6 SIGHTSEEING IN TAIWAN AND HONG KONG 

While the trip to Taiwan was mainly for educational purposes, the team were able to find time to view 
some of the sights of Taipei. The team found Taipei a busy and fast moving city, supported by a 
fantastic rail network. Its high population was very apparent as there were masses of people 
everywhere the team went. A highlight in Taipei was the opportunity to visit Taipei 101, the world’s 
current tallest completed skyscraper at 508 metres high. The observation deck at the top of Taipei 101 
also allowed the team to get a grasp of the size of Taipei. The main attraction to some of the team was 
the tuned mass damper which is the largest in existence at 660 tonnes and it was a truly remarkable 
experience to view it up close.  Another highlight was to experience Chinese history and culture 
during the visit to Taipei’s National Palace Museum, one of the major tourist attractions in Taiwan.  

Following the conclusion of the educational trip in Taiwan, the team visited Hong Kong, one of largest 
economic centres in Asia. The team was inspired by the abundant well engineered high rise buildings, 
as well as the ultra modern and efficient underground rail network railway transport system, the Mass 
Transit Rail (MTR). The team’s stopover at Hong Kong included visits to Ocean Park (a marine-
themed amusement park) and a tram ride up “The Peak” with spectacular views of the city. The team 

Figure 4 - Vertical distortion of the Shih�Gang 
Dam

Figure 5 - 2.5 m vertical distortion of the school 
running track 
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was also fortunate, being able to witness an impressive fire work display on the Chinese National Day. 
Selective images are shown in Figure 7 to 9  

         
 

 
Figure 9 - The team at “The Peak” 

7 CONCLUSION 

The members from the University of Auckland team have been provided with a truly rewarding 
opportunity to travel to Taiwan to participate in the 2007 IDEERS competition. The team gain 
significant insights to the behaviour of structures in earthquake from building numerous test models. 
The educational site visits demonstrated to the team firsthand the devastating effects of earthquake and 
have reinforced the teams’ aspiration to continue research in this field. University of Auckland’s first 
place finish in the prestigious international competition confirmed that New Zealand is amongst the 
world leaders in earthquake engineering education. Furthermore, the visit to Taiwan has given the 
team a firsthand appreciation to Chinese history and culture. The stopover at Hong Kong provided 
lessons in how an efficient city operates and gave us further experiences of the Asian culture. 
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